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• Increase of the neutron production rate in IECF
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• the reaction cross-section of D-T is 200 times
as large as that of D-D(at about 70kV)
Trying to Use D-T fusion reaction in IECF
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Purpose of research
• transport / recovery of tritium

Reaction cross-section

200 times
200 times

After recovering the gas in the chamber
by using the getter pump
to recover the remaining gas
by using the bubbler system

70kV
70kV

 Vacuum chamber
radius is 25 cm

• experiments by sealed vacuum chamber

IEC entire device schematic view

entire is about 10 ℓ

Use of Getter Pump

D-T reactions
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Process
1.absorbing the mixed gases
(40 Pa ∙ = 1.75 × 10−5 mol)
2.bring getter pump
absorbed the mixed gas and
attach to the vacuum chamber
3.control of gas pressure
in the vacuum chamber
by current operation

While using getter pump,
closing cylinder valve and the L-shape valve
to seal the vacuum chamber

Operation
Controlling the temperature
(heatingcurrent)
of the getter material
70kV

Getter pump assembly drawing
Getter pump process

4.recovery 99% gas of the total
5.carry to the treatment plants
Getter pump operation
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Gas supply/exhausting

preliminary experiments were performed by absorbing the getter pump
at the rate of larger quantity of hydrogen than lesser quantity of Deuterium
200 times
200 times




There is probably usefulness in characteristics
only hydrogen gas of one type




Deuterium
Hydrogen

Discharge characteristic
supplying

Experimental result (using deuterium)
• control of gas pressure are successful
• recovery 99% gas of the total
• Discharge characteristics are both the same

Deuterium
Hydrogen

exhausting

Experimental result
D is easily exhausted and difficult to supplied ,
against a ratio that was absorbing actually
Challenges for the future
Supply/exhausting characteristics of the each
gas for the absorbing ratio
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